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Increase the chances of receiving a tennis 
scholarship 
All the participating players will get a virtual recruiting 
profile. This profile includes all the necessary 
information and will be accessible for the US College 
Coaches. Three matches are guaranteed for each 
participant to improve their UTR and show their skills 
before the showcase in front of the US coaches. The 
coaches can livestream the matches from all 18 
courts or on demand for the best possible exposure. 

Boost the recruiting profile and experience 
Match tournament footage is often requested by US 
college coaches. Participating players will get access 
to this material from the showcase. Furthermore, the 
players will get the opportunity to record and cut the 
recruiting video material with help from professionals 
– a fantastic way to start their promotion. 

First-hand information from US College 
coaches 
The event will start with a College Tennis Preparation 
Day. During this session, current US coaches and 
experts from Keystone Sports will share important 
and useful insights about college tennis and the 
recruitment process. 

Extensive information about college tennis 
and scholarships 
Q&A’s and presentations by current college tennis 
players and US coaches will be arranged throughout 
the event. The participating players will get access 
to valuable, inside information to further enrich their 
tennis recruitment experience. 

The Showcase takes place from July 13-16, 2023 in Leverkusen, in close proximity to Cologne, 
Germany, where players from around the world compete for their verified Universal Tennis 
Rating (at least three matches guaranteed) while showcasing their talents on the court in 
front of US College Coaches with the goal of securing a potential tennis scholarship. Over 
the years, we have had more than 750+ players and 330+ coaches attending (including 
Florida State University, Wake Forest University, NC State University, Ole Miss, Texas Christian 
University, and the University of California Berkeley, to name just a few) and more than 
6 million $ in scholarships have been distributed to the participating players. Year after 
year, US College Coaches have taken full advantage of the most recognized college tennis 
recruiting event in Europe because they receive the players’ recruiting profiles with all the 
necessary information, are able to watch matches live during the event or virtually (live feed 
and on-demand) on our showcase platform, and schedule talks with potential recruits. It is 
a unique way for the coaches to recruit international players all in one place.

Welcome to the 9th edition of the
Keystone Sports Tennis Showcase!



Selina Karg
Bowling Green State University

Benedikt Pfeiffer
Pfeiffer University

The showcase will be hosted 
at the RTHC Leverkusen. They 
have 26 outdoor courts (15- 
18 we can use for four days) 
and 7 indoor courts. 

RTHC Leverkusen

Another highlight this year 
is having Mischa Zverev, 
brother of Sascha Zverev 
and former pro tennis player 
ranked as high as 25 ATP join 
us at The Showcase! Take full 
advantage now by securing 
your spot and maximizing 
your chances of receiving a 
tennis scholarship in the USA.

Location

Sophie Zehener
University of Wyoming

Success Stories



Each participant is guaranteed to 
play three verified Universal Tennis 
Rating matches throughout The 
Showcase, regardless of winning 
or losing.

Are you a top UTR-level player (female players minimum 
UTR 9+ | male UTR 11.5+) and seek the opportunity to play 
college tennis? If yes, you can apply for the Keystone Sports 
Tennis Showcase Wildcard event. The tournament offers 
you a free-of-charge entrance and three guaranteed 
matches at the top level. After the application deadline, 
the Keystone Sports team will select eight female and 
male players. The female and male winners receive a 
wildcard into the main draw of the PMTR UTR International 
Pro Tennis Tournament with prize money of $20.000, 
which guarantees $400 in prize money payout entering 
the main draw. Apply now: 
www.tscgermany.com/wildcard  

We will be live streaming all 18 courts outside 
and the 7 courts indoors in case of rain. Coaches 
have live access as well as on-demand to 
optimize for the best recruiting experience.

We will be hosting a players’ party, including a 
nice BBQ for all players & coaches on Saturday 
evening, which is included in the registration fee.

Take advantage and get inside information 
from college tennis players and US College 
Coaches by participating and asking 
direct questions.

UTR 
Matchplay

UTR WILDCARD
Event

Live stream of 18 
courts + video on 
demand

Players Party
Q&A sessions
with current Student-Athletes &
US College Coaches

https://www.tscgermany.com/wildcard  


More info

College Tennis Showcase
Participation

Verified UTR Matches
Virtual Recruiting Profile
Welcome Bag and Showcase Shirt
Presentations and Q&As
Players Party with BBQ

College Tennis Prep Day     199€
Tennis and Fitness Sessions with current US 
College Coach
Workshops with College Experts

Prof. Recruiting Video 369€
(edit included)

Hitting partner for your level, tennis court and 
balls included
Recording and editing of the video footage

Recruiting Video 249€
(recording only)

Hitting partner for your level, tennis court and 
balls including
Recording of the video footage

Transportation  129€
Pick Up and drop off at nearby airports and 
train stations.
(Cologne | Duesseldorf | Leverkusen)
Transport from hotel to the showcase location 
and back during the event.

Catering  65€
3 x lunch   |   1 x dinner

Video Material 99€
Access to video footage of  your recorded matches 

Hotel  119/129 €
Single or double room including breakfast Players can register directly on our 

website   www.tscgermany.com

429€

For Keystone Sports Clients

199€

College Tennis Showcase
All-inclusive package

College Tennis Showcase Participation
Players Party with BBQ
3x Lunch | 1x Dinner
(worth 65€)
College Tennis Prep Day
(worth 199€)
Prof. Recruiting Video
(worth 369€)
Showcase Video Footage
(worth 99€)
4 nights at the Showcase Hotel
(worth 516€)
Airport- & Hotel Shuttle
(worth 129€)

Instead of 1.850€

1.599€
For Keystone Sports Clients

1.369€

https://www.tscgermany.com/
http://www.tscgermany.com


www.tscgermany.com

Our partners

Contact

Organizer 

events.germany@keystonesports.com
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